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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider in a connected bounded domain G CR” with smooth bound- 
ary 8G a second-order nondegenerate elliptic differential operator LE of the 
form 
with smooth coefficients satisfying the property 
for some o > 0 and each vector y = (yr,..., r”). The operator LE generates 
the diffusion process xtf with the absorption on aG, i.e., having a transition 
density j~(t, x, y) such that 
aplat = L,y, P% x9 Y)lz.ac = 0. (1.3) 
The first-order operator Clc.is.n &(x) a/axi generates a dynamical system St 
such that 
f+Yx)/dt Itno = B(x), B(x) = (q+., &a(x)). (1.4) 
The process xt6 is called a small random perturbation of the dynamical 
system St. 
Denote by hE the principal eigenvalue of LE corresponding to zero Dirichlet 
data on aG, i.e., the eigenvalue with the greatest real part. The asymptotic 
behavior of hE as E -+ 0 was investigated in case of attracting point of the dynam- 
* This paper was prepared when the author was a visiting professor at Northwestern 
University in Spring 1979. 
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ical systems St in the papers of Ventcel [l] and Friedman [2]; the case when 
all trajectories of St intersect aG the principal eigenvalue was investigated by 
Ventcel [3]; some other cases were considered by Devinatz et al. [4]. The 
asymptotic behavior of the principal eigenfunction in some cases was studied 
by Devinatz and Friedman [5]. 
In the present paper we shall investigate the asymptotic behavior of XE in 
case when the limit set of the dynamical system St consists of several fixed 
points of a hyperbolic type. In conclusion we also formulate the result for the 
case when hyperbolic limit circles are also admitted. 
We shall prove here that the principal eigenvalue he has the limit (see (2.2)) 
as E -+ 0 which is independent of the perturbation and depends just on Jacobian 
matrices of St in the limit points. 
2. ASUMPTIONS AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
We assume that B(x) can be extended smoothly into the entire space Rn such 
that for the corresponding dynamical system St the following condition is 
satisfied: 
A. There is an open bounded domain Gl 3 G v aG having the decomposition 
G,uaG,=A,uA,uA,uA,uA,, 
where A, C G and consists of a fkite number of points 9, ,..., 0, E G, such that 
B(Uj) = 0, j = I,..., u; 
A, is a set of points x E G such that if x E A, then 9x -+ 0% , S-tx -+ Uj as 
t -+ 00 for some Ui , Oj E A, , Oi # Oi; 
A, is a set of points x E Gl U aG, such that if x E A, then 9x E Gl if u > s 
and S*x $ G, v aG, if u < s for some s = s(x) < 0 and Stx -+ 0, as t --t cg 
for some Oi E A,; 
A, is a set of points x E Gl v aG, such that if x E A, then Px E G, ;f u < s 
andSUx~G,uaG,ifu>sforsomes=s(x)>OandStx+O~ast-+-~ 
for some Oi E A,; 
A, is a set of points x E G, v aG, such that if x E A, then Px E G, if s1 < 
u < s2 and Px $ Gl u aG, if either u > s2 or u < s1 for some s1 = sl(x) < 0 
and s2 = sz(x) > 0. 
Assumption A means that trajectories of St are the following: the fixed points 
(Al), trajectories which go from one fixed point to another (A,), trajectories 
which enter G1 and approach to some fixed point when t + cc (A3) and trajec- 
tories with the same property for -t (AJ, and, at last, trajectories which enter 
G, and leave it after some time (As). 
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We shall write Oj > 0, if there exists a sequence Oil ,..., 0+ of points fron 
the set A, such that QiI = 9$ and 0+ = 0, and for some pomts x1 ,,.., x, E A: 
the, following holds: SmtxL + Oi, an8fiitx, + Oiz+l as t -+ co for I = l,..., tn. 
We shall need the nocyck property: 
B. There does not exist an Oi E A, such that @Ja > Oi . 
From B it follows also that there are no two points or, Oj E A, such that 
0, > Oj and 0, > 0, . 
Near each point Oi E A, we assume the representation 
B(x) = II,(x - Oj) + #p(x) 1 x - Oj12, (2-l) 
where l7, is a matrix and I,$” is a bounded vector-function. 
We shall also require: 
C. All ezgenvalues of the matrices l?j , j = l,..., v, have nonzero real parts. 
Denote by rjl,..., 7r:f the real parts of the eiganvalues of the matrix lIj having 
positive real parts, where each eiganvalue appears as many times as its multi- 
plicity is. Set 
Aj = c lip if [j>O (2.2) 
ww5 
and flj = 0 if all the eigenvalues of nj have negative real parts. The main 
result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B, C and (2.1) hold, then the principal eigenvalue hE 
of the operator LE satisJes 
This theorem is valid also with 1 x - 0, I1+a (a > 0) instead of 1 x - Oj I2 in 
(2.1). 
3. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
Consider the operator Pie defined by 
PtY(4 = $, ps(t> x,r> f (y) & (3.1) 
on the space E of continuous functions with zero data on LJG and the norm 
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Denote by Pzc{xi E G} the probability of the event in brackets provided the 
process xt( starts at x. The following lemma determines the relation between the 
principal eigenvalues of the operators LE and PtE and indicates the probabilistic 
sense of XF as a speed of absorption of the process xp on the boundary aG. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any x E G, 
eh’ = lim /I Pt’ Ill/t = li+i(PzC(xt’ E G})l/t. 
t-tm (3.2) 
Proof. It is known (see Krasnoselskii [6]) that the principal eigenvalue he 
of LC is simple, real, and negative and the corresponding normalized eigen- 
function Y<(X) is real and positive in G. Consider the function g’(t, x) = e%‘(x), 
then 
w, 4 ~ = eAEtAVr(x) = tFLEy~(x) = Ly(t, X) at 
and ~(0, x) = YE(X). As ps(t, x, y) is the fundamental solution of the parabolic 
equation LW = au/at (see Friedman [7]), 
e+-~(x) = gf(t, x) = PtT(x) (3.3) 
and therefore eAct is the eigenvalue of PtC with the positive eigenfunction YE(X). 
The operator Pt’ has the following properties: 
(i) PtC is an absolutely continuous on the space E; 
(ii) PtC is u,-positiwe where u<(x) = jG p(t, x, y) dy, that is, for any f E E, 
f > 0, f + 0 there exists a positive constant yf < 03 such that 
Y;‘%(x) d P,‘f(x) < Yf%(X) for any x E G. (3.4) 
Assertion (i) is clear. To prove (ii) note that both P,?(x) and ut(x) are solutions 
of the parabolic equation (1.3) with zero data on aG, they are smooth and 
positive in G, and by the strong maximum principle [7] their outward normal 
derivatives are strictly negative along aG. It follows that both Pt’f(x)/ut(x) and 
u,(x)/PtCf(x) are bounded for fixed t, which proves (ii). 
Now we can apply results of [6] to the operator PtE to conclude that Pl has 
the unique positive eigenfunction. This eigenfunction corresponds to the 
eigenvalue having the maximal absolute value among all eigenvalues of PtC. 
Hence by (3.3) eAEt ’ 1s the eigenvalue of PtC having this property and by a well- 
known result (see Yosida [8]), ehSt ’is equal to the spectral radius of PtC, which 
proves the first equality in (3.2). 
Let us prove now that 
I/ Pt’ /I = sup PaC{xtf E G}. 
XEG 
(3.5) 
jOj/37/1-8 
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Since 
it is clear from (3.1) that 
Setf,&c) = 1 if dist(x, aG) > 2/ m, x E G;f&c) = 0 if dist(x, aG) < l/m; and 
AZ(x) = 4 - 4 cos(pm - 1)~ if dist(x, aG) = p and 2/m > p > l/m. Put 
G, = {x: x E G and dist(x, aG) > 2/m}, 
then, as m + 03, 
XEG G, EC 
(3.8) 
- sup 
I P’(G x, Y> dr b SUP f’~W E G> ssG G\G, EC 
- (constjm) sup jY(t, x, y) + sup Pzc{xtG E G>. 
Z.YEG XEG 
From (3.7) and (3.8) assertion (3.5) follows. 
Further, 
so that 
From the left-hand side of (3.2), which we have already proved, from (3.5), 
and from the right-hand side of (3.9) it follows that 
er\E = Iim(sup P~E{x~~ E q)l/” < @ (JG p,‘{& E G} +)l”- (3.10) 
Nrn ssG 
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Similarly from the left-hand side of (3.9) we get 
$rjsug Pzc{xt’ E G})‘/” 2 Eiii(Pz’{xt’ E G})lit 
(3.14) 
3 J&i (IO P;{xf-1 E G} dy)? for any x E G. 
Inequalities (3.9)-(3.11) complete the proof of (3.2). 
We shall need the following estimates of the principal eigenvalue XC. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any numbers K, s > 0 and a point z E G with dist(z, aG) 2 K 
the following holds: 
(3.12) 
< (volume G)l/s(;;s $F(s, X, y))““, 
where D, is the volume of the unit ball and U,(x) is the open ball of radius K with 
the center 2. 
Proof. We have 
(3.13) 
where, recall, rc is the principal eigenfunction both LC and P,’ normalized by 
11 rE /I = 1. The right-hand side of (3.12) follows by (3.5), (3.6), and (3.13). Next 
PzfW 6 G) = s, ... j-$s, x,4 ... P((s, G+, > G) 
x N - m 2, , ~+l) d2, ... dz,,, 
where m = integral part of (t/s). Taking t -+ co we obtain 
~@‘z~(xt~ E G})llt >, (D, * Kn)l/s(x ,if,,, p(s, X, y))ll”, 
’ I( 
which together with (3.2) proves the left-hand side of (3.12). 
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4. SHADOWING PROPERTY AND TRAJECTORY BEHAVIOR OF St 
We start this section with the following lemma, which is analogous to the 
shadowing property in the theory of hyperbolic dynamical systems (see, for 
instance, Robinson [9]). 
LEMMA 4.1. For each j (1 < j < u) there exist dj > 0, pi > 0 and Z$ > 0 
which depend only on G and the dynamical system St such that, fm any sequence 
of points x, ,..., x, E UDj(Oi), satisfying the property 
xi+1 E U&m), i = l,..., ??l- l,forsomeS ,(Sj, (4-l) 
there exist y E U,,(Oi) such that 
xi E U,,,,(Si-ly) for i = l,..., m. (4.2) 
Proof. Let us place the origin of Rn at the point Ui and let I’/ and Tic be 
the eigenspaces of the matrix nj which correspond to eigenvalues with positive 
and negative real parts, respectively. Then for some positive ui < 1 and an 
integer k, > 0, 
Ie-n3tx) <a~IxI,Ie-“+I >urtlyI, for any x E Tie, y E rjc, (4.3) 
provided t >, k, . If we prove Lemma 4.1 for Sk0 in place of S then it will be 
obviously true also for s1, but, maybe, with some other di . This shows that 
without loss of generality (and in order to simplify notations) we can consider 
just the case when (4.3) holds with k, = 1. 
Note that there is the norm for which (4.3) holds for all nonnegative t. This 
norm 1 x Ij of a vector x is defmed by the formula 
1 x 15 = lrn (1 ewnjtxje 12 + 1 enjtxjc I”) dt, 
(4.4) 
where x = xje + x,O and xi6 E Tie, xic E rjc. 
Set r/(x) = x + I’/ and r/(x) = x + r,c, for any x E R”. Denote by 
V&(x) and V;,,(x) the open balls in r,“(x) and rjO(x), respectively, with the 
center x and the radius r. We shall say that Rd,?(x) is a rectangle if 
R&) = u 6.4~) = U %W 
VE q.,w EV;,,td 
It suffices to find dj , pi, and 6, such that for points x, ,..., x, satisfying (4.1) 
the intersection 
4.8 = Rf.dj&l) n s-l%d,&s) n - n s-(m-1)&,djd4 (45) 
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is not empty if 6 < sj . Indeed if Rj.8 is nonempty then, for any pointy E Rjma , 
SielJ’ E Rj,d&Xi), 
and so (4.2) follows. 
for i = l,..., 112, 
Denote by OS@) the Jacobian matrix of St at the point X. Substituting (2.1) 
into (1.4) we obtain the following equation for Jacobian matrix: 
(4.6) 
where I,+::{(X) is a matrix satisfying 
-;z;~ II &<4ll < const I x I, for XEG; (4.7) 
we use here the notation 
II Cl1 = sup I Gz I, C is a matrix. 
2:12~=1 
Solving (4.6) and using (4.7) we get 
E-l(x) = e+ + #j”‘(x) 1 x I) (4.8) 
where I,$“)(x) is a bounded matrix function, i.e., 
II &‘(~)lI < Nj < co> for x E G. (4.9) 
We shall distinguish three cases: (a) all the eigenvalues of the matrix IIj have 
negative real parts; (b) all the eigenvalues of the matrix ITj have positive real 
parts; (c) the matrix lIj has both eigenvalues with positive real parts and eigen- 
values with negative real parts. 
By (4.3), (4.8) and (4.9) we can choose pi > 0 small enough such that 
/ DS-l(z)x I < 4 
I Ds-lMY I > + 
for any x E rje, y E rjc and 1 z 1 < 2pj 
Therefore in case (a), for any two p 10 
x I(1 + 4 < I x I> 
YIu+a>lYL 
(4.10) 
lnts x1 , z2 E U,,(Oj>, 
Clearly, 
dist(S%, , S-‘a,) > +(l + UT’) dist(z, , za). (4.11) 
~S%.,(xi+d = S-l %,hi+d, (4.12) 
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where SQ denotes the boundary of the set Q. Hence, by (4.1 l), in case (a), 
dist(SW1xi+i , &S-‘Rj,+(xi+J) > ~(1 + aT1)/2 if 1 xi+r 1 < 2pj - r. (4.13) 
On the other hand, by (4.1), 
dist(S-lx,,, , xi) -C c,S, 
where 
Ct = sup II DW)ll > 1. 
zeG,uaGl,-t<s<t 
But dist(x, , y) = r, for any y E SRj,,(xi), and so by (4.14) if T > clS, 
f=%,lE %W and %,(Xi> c ~~+cl&-l%+l). 
By (4.13) and (4.16) if 
then 
~(1 + 4/2 b r + 4 pj 2 T > 4% 
4, &i> C S-%,(xi+l), 
To satisfy (4.17) we can take 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
r = d&i with di = 2cl(l + ((~1~ - 1)-l), Si = pidJyl, S < Sj . (4.19) 
Applying (4.18) for i = l,..., m - 1 we obtain (with pi , dj , 6, satisfying (4.10) 
and (4.19)) that Rjss defined by (4.5) equals to Rjsd,&) and so it is nonempty; 
this proves Lemma 4.1 in case (a). 
In case (b) by (4.10) for any two points z1 , x2 E U,,Joj) 
dist(S%, , S-%zJ < $(l + ul) dist(z, , zr). 
Now by the same argument as that in case (a) 
S-%rh+d = ~m+o,)rW1xi+J if / xitl I < 2pi - Y. (4.20) 
On the other hand, by (4.1) and (4.14), if Y > cl6 then 
S-‘Xi+1 E Rj.+(xi) and dist(S1x,+l, SR,,,(x,)) > T - c,S. (4.21) 
By (4.20) and (4.21), if 
~(1 + 4/2 < r - 4, pj 3 r > Cl6 (4.22) 
then 
Rj,&i) 1 S-l&,,(xi+,) for I %+I I < Pj . (4.23) 
To satisfy (4.22) we can take 
r = diS with dj = 2c,(l + (1 - ol)-l), Sj = pidJT1, 6 < 6, . (4.24) 
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Using (4.23) for i = l,..., m - 1 we get for pj , di , aj satisfying (4.10) and 
(4.24) that Rj,* in (4.5) is equal to S-(+l)Ri+&,J which is nonempty; this 
proves Lemma 4.1 in case (b). 
Finally, consider case (c). Denote by aV;,,(x,) and aVi,&) the boundary of 
Vf,r(xi) in Tje(xc) and Vi,r(xi) in Tjc(xi), respectively, and put 
ajc,,(xi) = u VT,T(w) and a;,,(~~) = u V;,~(W). (4.25) 
aEar;,, W&~&~) 
Denote by qI (0 < vr < r/2) the minimal angle between hyperplanes rje and 
I’,c and set 
Y(P) = sup angle(DS+(x)z, e-%). (4.26) 
Izltzoz. I I=1 
By (4.10) for any three points z r , za , za E U,$(Oj) such that x2 E rjc(zI) and 
23 E rA%) 
dist(S-lz, , S-lz,) < Q(1 + ur) dist(x, , x2), 
dist(S-%, , S-rz,) > &(l + CT;‘) dist(z, , x2). 
(4.27) 
By (4.14) (4.26) and the first inequality in (4.27) we obtain 
dist(I’jc(S%), ar,l.(xi)) > r sin p1 - k r(1 + ur) a - 
cos Y(P) 
SC, , (4.28) 
for any x E Vje,&+r) and 1 xa+r ) < 2p - Y. Using again the definition (4.26) 
of y(p), i.e., taking into account that S-lV,O,,(z) is situated near T’j~(S-lz), where 
z E V&(xd,J, we get by (4.28) 
dist(s-‘v;,,(2), w) > rsinrpr-ir(l +0r)a- SC, - r sin y(p) 
for any v E ag,,(xJ, I E V,“,,,(x& and 1 xi+r ( < 2p - r. If p is small enough, 
then by (4.8) the value of y(p) is also small and we can choose p such that for 
r = d,6 and dj large enough 
dist(S-lVT,,(z), u) > djS/2 for any 21 E a;,,(~~) and z E V~,T(xi+,), 
thus 
dist(S-lR&+I), $,,(q)) > 0. (4.29) 
By the second inequality in (4.27), if y(p) is small enough we obtain, using the 
same arguments as above 
S-‘W;>,(a) C Rn\Rj,T(~i) for any z E Vy,Jxi+r), 
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I.e., 
s-l$,,(xi+l> c Rn\R&i). (4.30) 
Let us consider an arbitrary smooth connected surface ai+r of (z - [J- 
dimensions (& is defined by (4.4)) satisfying the property 
8@i+1 c ~Xx,,h 
for any .z E V,“.,(x,+J. 
(4.31) 
By obvious topological arguments it follows from (4.29)-(4.31) that the inter- 
section S-W,,, n Rj,Jxi) is not empty and some connected component of it 
satisfies the property (4.31) with xi+r replaced by xi , 
Applying this argument to i = m - 1, m - 2,..., 1 we conclude that RjS6 in 
(4.5) is not empty and contains some connected component of the intersection 
Rjsf(x,) n S-‘“-WJ~ , where r = dj8 and 4jm satisfies the property (4.31) with 
xi+1 replaced by x,; this proves Lemma 4.1. 
The following picture illustrates (4.29)-(4.31) for m = 3. 
FIG. 1. The straight lines form three parallelograms. The wave lines must be slightly 
curved. They form figures which intersect only the upper and lower bounds of the 
parallelograms. The wave lines must be almost “parallel” to the corresponding straight 
lines. The pointers indicate items according to the notations of the paper. 
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The sequence of points satisfying (4.1) is called S-pseudo-orbit. Set 
(4.32) 
where the pi are given by Lemma 4.1. 
The following lemma establishes the nocycle property for pseudo-orbits. 
LEMMA 4.2. For any 0 (0 < % < p”) there exist pe > 0 and 6, > 0 such that, 
if for some &pseudo-orbit x1 ,.. ., x,, E G with 6 < 8, , 
1 <jl,jk<v,forsomel <iI<i,<i,<mthenOj,<Ujl,. 
Proof. Let us set for any Oi , Oj E A, , p(Si ,0J = inf{p such that for some 
z E V,(O,), S% $ U,(OJ holds and S %z E V,(Uj) holds for some t, < tz> and 
p(Ui , Co,) = 00, if there does not exist p with the properties in brackets. 
It is easy to see, 
if p(U, , Uj) = 0 then U, < 8, . (4.34) 
Indeed, if p(Ui , Of) = 0 then there exists a set of points Coil ,..., Oil E A, (1 < v) 
such that: (i) Oil = Of, Coil = Uj; (ii) p(f+, Ui,+l) = 0 for 4 = l,..., I - 1; 
(iii) there exist points zPr E Vo(Ut ) and posrtrve numbers tgr (4 = l,..., 2 - 1; 
r = 1, 2 ,...) such that znr -+ Uia, Str~,zCr --f Ui4+1 as r -+ co and for some p > 0, 
for any 0 < t < tB+, 1 < 4 < I - 1, r = l,... . 
Then there exist positive numbers sqc (1 < q < E; r = l,...) such that 
dist(y,+, U,,> = 8, 
By a compactness argument yp + x, over some subsequence r9 + co and 
dist(x, , U,,) = 8. Using assumption A we conclude that Stx, -+ Uiq as t --f - co 
and Stx, ---f U. 2~+1 as t -+ 00. Thus Ui = Uil < ... < Uil = Oj, which proves 
(4.34). 
Let us take 
where pk is given by Lemma 4.1 and Gr is defined in Section 2. 
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In accordance with assumption A, for each point z E (Gi u aGl)\(J~z, U,,B JO,), 
where ps,l = 1/2p0(l + cr)-i and c, is defined by (4.15), there exists t(z)’ > 0 
such that 
Stz E (aG1 U Gd \Cj Uoe ,(Oj> if 0 < t < t(z) 
j-1 ’ 
and 
Stz~(RRt(GluaGl))v(~lU~e,~~j)) if t(z)<t<t(z)+y, 
for some y = y(z) > 0. We also put t(z) = 0 if z E &, UOg.l(Oi). 
It is clear from (4.15) that if z E UfO ,(OJ then Sjz E Upg,z(Oi) for - 1 <j < 1. 
Therefore if h(z) 3 0 is the maximal integer such that Skz E (aG, u Gl)\ 
(J=l Up (Uj) for K = 0, 1,2 ,..., 
continu& of t(x) it follows that 
n(z), then n(z) < t(z). From upper semi- 
To G 2 + sup n(z) < 2 + sup t(z) < 00. 
ZEG,U@G~ zeG,u8G~ 
(4.36) 
Further we have from (4.33) for some integers R, , K, > 1, K, > 0 and someja , 
1 <j, < v, 
Xkl+kz+l I..., xk,i-k,+k, E G fi up&&), 
\ 
Xkl+k~+l+ u&,)> (4.37) 
j=l 
Since by (4.32) 0 < p” < rnin,(,GV pi , Lemma 4.1 shows that we can find 
y E Uo(Oj,) such that 
Xk,+Z E u‘2&,ds~)~ 1 = o,..., h (6 < u, (4.38) 
where we have taken 
do=1y;5 4, 6, = ,$$$ @k > .d2$‘(24, + (Cl - I)-‘)I-‘1, (4.39) 
. .y . \y 
(dk and & are given by Lemma 4.1 and cr is given by (4.15)). From (4.38) with 
I = K, and the definition (4.15) of ct it follows that 
slxk,+k, E uzdol,B(skz+39~ 1 = l,..., To . (4.40) 
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From (4.1) we easily get 
dist(xkl+k2+t , Szxk14kJ < &$l + de2 + ... + l), 1 = l,..., TO. (4.41) 
Since cr < clT it follows from (4.40) and (4.41) 
dist(++ , Szy) < &;0(2d, + (Cl - 1)-l), for 2 = 0 ,..., k, + TO . (4.42) 
Recalling (4.37)-(4.39), we obtain 
%J E (aGl u G)\(i) U,,,,Co,,!, 1 = k2 + I,..., k2 + min(Te ,h), 
Li=l 
and therefore, by the definition of TO , TO > k, . Hence, (4.37), (4.39), and 
(4.42) give 
sh+k3+1y E U2,(Oj2). 
Since (4.37)-(4.39) imply that y E U208(0jJ it follows using (4.35) that p(OiI, O,,> 
= 0. Hence, by (4.34), OjI < Ojz . 
Considering in the same way the whole sequence of points x1 ,..., x, , we 
can get successively the statement of Lemma 4.2. 
From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 it will follow that in a subdomain, which contains 
just one hyperbolic point, the shadowing property holds for the whole sub- 
domain and not just for a neighborhood of the hyperbolic point. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Iff or some i < v a sequence of points 
x1 y-*., xm E uoe(Qi) U (G\$Il u,(@jl) 
satis$es (4.1) for 8 < 8, , then there exists a point y E G such that 
dist(x, , S”-ly) < &$(2d,, + (cr - 1)-r), i = l,..., m, (4.43) 
with pe , 68 , do de$ned in Lemma 4.2. 
Proof. From the nocycle property (Assumption B) and Lemma 4.2 it 
follows that the sequence x1 ,..., x, can be decomposed in the following way: 
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In accordance with Lemma 4.1 there exists a point z E U,(@$) such that 
*kl+z E u2d,.dsz-14> 1 = I,..., k, . (4.45) 
Let us suppose that 
and (m - k, - k,) < T,; (4.46) 
then by the same arguments as in the proof of (4.42) we obtain (4.43). If (4.46) 
is not true, for instance, if k, > TB , then by (4.45) inequality (4.43) holds for 
y = S-%a and i = k, - TB ,..., k, . By (4.39) and (4.44) it then follows from 
here that 
for i = k, - TB ,..., k,; 
this contradicts the definition of Te . 
The same argument leads to a contradiction if (m - k, - k,) > TB . Thus 
(4.46) is true and Corollary 4.1 is proved. 
In the following lemma we study the trajectory behavior of the dynamical 
system St near a hyperbolic limit point. 
LEMMA 4.3 (a) There exist 0, < p”, Ml > 0 and 1 > yl > 0 such that if 
Ssy E U,O(Oj) (0 < s ,( t), for some t > 0 and some 1 < s < v then 
< MiePs max(dist(y, S,), dist(Sty, Uj)>, for 0 < s < t/2; (4.47) 
(b) There exist A4, > 0 and 1 > yS > 0 such that if Ssx E Uoo(Oj), 
Py E lJoo(Uj) for 0 < s < t and some t > 0 then 
am;:, dist(Px, Ssy) < M,[max(dist(x, y), dist(Px, Sty))]‘“, (4.48) 
.I 
where 0, is the same as in (a). 
Proof. To prove (a) let us consider the rectangle Ilj,(Oj) defined in the 
proof of Lemma 4.1 and take the origin of R” at Ui . It is easy to see that there 
exists a number q+ > 0 such that if x belongs to the boundary aRi,r(Oi) of 
Rj,r(oi) then the angle between the vector Djx and 8Ri,,(0i) at x is greater 
that ~a . Indeed, for some iVIa > 0, 
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Any vector x has the unique representation x = xje + Xi” with xje E rjO and 
xjc E rje. If x E 8:,,(0J (see (4.25)), th en 1 x,” 1 = r and 1 xic 1 < Y and by (4.49) 
If p is the angle between 17,x and Tic then the Sine Theorem and (4.50) give 
(4.51) 
where v1 (0 < ‘pl < ~r/2) is the angle between I’/ and rjc. In the same way 
one can consider the case x E af,r(oi). 
Therefore if we take 
vz = arcsin 
[ 
2G0J ‘; 1 
I 
(4.52) 
then the angle between njx and aRj,,(oj), at x E aRj,r(Qj), is greater than v, . 
Therefore by (2.1) it then follows that for some r,, > 0 the angle between the 
vector B(x) and aRi,,(Oj) at x E aR,,r(0J is greater than 1/2~, if r < ~a . From 
(4.49), we also have 
G5’W1 I x I < I WI < 2Mo I x I. (4.53) 
Set 0, = Y,, sin vi , so that UB,(Oi) C Ri,r,(Oj). Then it follows from above that 
if for 0 < s < t, Ssy E UBO(Oj) then the trajectory Ssy (0 < s < t), has no 
more than two points of intersection with any rectangle R,,,(Q&, for r < Ye, 
i.e., the points of entrance and exit. For otherwise there would be a point 
z E Rj,r,(OJ where this trajectory has zero angle with the boundary of some 
rectangle, which is impossible. 
Therefore if the point y satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.3(a) then there 
exists the unique value s, such that 0 < s, < t and: (i) if Ssy E H&(OJ and 
s < sO, then B(S”y) points into the interior of R,,,(O,); (ii) if S*y E aRi,r(6Ji) and 
t 3 s > s0 then B(Py) points into the exterior of Rj,r(oj). 
The vector B(x) has the unique representation in the form 
B(x) = B,“(x) + B,“(x) with B,"(X) E I'f(x) and &C(X) E ric(x). 
By (4.53) and the considerations above (in connection with the angle ~a) it 
follows that 
and 
if x E a;.v(oj) (4.54) 
I WWl 2 w if x E &(0J, (4.55) 
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where 
Set 
yl = (sin pr sin +J(2M0)-1. 
Y(X) = Y if x E aR,,,(oj). 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
Then (4.54) and (4.55) give 
and 
+Py) < Y(Y) - ~1 j-’ WY) du, for 0 < s < sa 
0 
r(S”-‘y) < r(Py) - yl j”’ r(Py) du, for 0 Q t < t - so 
0 
and therefore by Gronwall’s inequality [IO], 
r(SSy) < t(y) e-, for 0 < s < so 
and 
r(S+ly) < Y(FY) eOs for 0 < s < t - so . 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
Ifs, -=c t/2 then we get from (4.59) 
r(S8y) < r(Sy) e-v1t’2 
and so 
for so < s < t/2 
max(r(Fy), r(S++y)) < e-l” n-m+-(y), r(Fy)) for 0 < s < t/2. (4.60) 
In the same way one can get (4.60) if so > t/2. Noting that 
4 dist(x, Oj) < Y(X) < (sin %)-I dist(x, 0,) 
we obtain from (4.60) the inequality (4.47) with Mr = 2(sin p)l)-‘. 
To prove (b), note that the definition (4.15) of c, gives 
max(dist(S%, Fy), dist(F%, P+y)) 
< ci+l max(dist(x, y), dist(S%, sty)). (4.61) 
Set 
yz = din cl + YJ-‘, 
&f, = &l+Ylrl 1n Cl 
, 
7 = (In c&-l In(M,[max(dist(x, y), dist(S%, Sty))]y2-1). 
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Then for 0 < s < 7, (4.48) follows from (4.61), for T < s < t/2, (4.48) follows 
from 
dist(S%, Py) < dist(S%, Oj) + dist(Py, OJ, 
and from (4.47) both for x and y; which proves Lemma 4.3. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In what follows set 
PO = PO, 7 To = Too > 60 = 4?. (5.1) 
where 0, is given by Lemma 4.3 and ps, , T+ , 800 by Lemma 4.2. Suppose 
rli = 0 for some j. Consider the principal ergenvalue hjf of the operator Lf 
acting in the space of C2 functions on Up,(Oj) with zero data on the boundary 
of UP,(Oj). By Lemma 3.1 (see also [4]) 0 > Xc > hjc. On the other hand, by 
[l, 21 we have that hj’ -+ 0 as E --+ 0 (noting that Oi is an attracting point). Thus 
hc -+ 0, which proves Theorem 2.1 for the case when rl, = 0. 
It remains to consider the case when ilj > 0 for all 1 < j < v (and so there 
are no attracting points among 0, ,..., 0,). 
We are going to use the estimates of Lemma 3.2. It will be convenient for 
our purpose to take in (3.12) 
We have 
s = K(E) = integral part of (&lo). (5.2) 
p’(W X,Y) = s, ..* @I, 4 %)pr(l,&, 22) *.*P'(l, %k(e)-1 ,Y) dz, ... kdd-, 
= I&; x9 Y) + Q; x, Y), (5.3) 
where 
P'UY ~kkb1 3 Y) &hs-lv)hd--l) (5.4) 
x x&4 **- ~G(.%)-1) dz, .-- 4&)-l > 
0 < ,3 < 1, X”(w) = 1 if w E U and X,(w) = 0 if w 6 U. From Aronson’s 
estimates [ll] it follows that 
for some 01~ > 0, if E is small enough. 
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Suppose we have a &pseudo-orbit z, ,..., z, , i.e., a sequence of points which 
satisfies (4.1) with 6 < 6, . Then we write 
for some 
and 
If zi 4 U (Sj) for all i and j then we shall write (zr ,..., z,} = (01. The set of 
all such {Tr ,..., jr} and { @} will be denoted by J and the set of all &pseudo-orbit 
by PO,. 
If j, is present in {jr ,..., jl}, then we write {j,} C{jr ,..., j,}; if w = (jr ,..., h}, 
then we write Z(W) = K. From Lemma 4.2 it follows that if {zr ,..., r,} E w = 
(jl ,..., j,} then Oil < Oj, < ... < Uiz and Z(w) < Y. 
If 7 = (zr )...) x,) E PO6 and zil+r ,..., zfl+kl E U,O(Sj), for some j, zil , 
%,+k,+l 6 Go(@) and xi E U,J*d, f or some z (ir + 1 < i < i1 + Q, then we 
write ~~(7) = zil+r andfi(7) = Zil+k . (If & = 0 then ~~(7) = z1 , if ii + Kr = m 
then fi(7) = z,). 
Denote by F,(e) a minimal covering of UOJCVoi) by balls of the radius P/v2 
(‘/a is defined by (4.48)); N(J) h t e number of elements of J; N(Fj(<)) the number 
of elements of F,(c); N(7) the number of points zi E 7 = {zr ,..., x,} E PO,0 
such that if 7 E (jr ,..., jr> then for some k holds: fj,(7) = xi, , sjlc+J7) = z~,+~ , 
and ik < i < ik+l . 
It is easy to see that the following estimates are true: 
N(J) < u!; N(F,(c)) < (2e&“s”“)“; N(7) < w + 1). (5.6) 
Note that the integration in the integral I,(r; X, y) in (5.4) is over all & 
pseudo-orbits which start at x and end at y. According to Lemma 4.1 for parts 
of these pseudo-orbits which belong to UBO(Uj), j = l,..., Y, there exist orbits 
of St which are 2d, * &-close to the corresponding pseudo-orbits. On the other 
hand if we consider in some Ue,(@J two orbits which start and end in a Gsl~~ 
neighborhood of each other then according to (4.48) they are M,r*@-close to 
each other and so all such orbits Mae2s-close to one of them. Therefore the 
corresponding pseudo-orbits are EYQ close to some orbit of St, where EYE > 
2d& + M2c2B and if E is small enough we can take 3/s = (g/9)/3. 
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From the considerations above, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and inequalities (5.6) 
provided E is small enough we obtain 
where 
I419 +.l 1 %j) XU~,,Wt&kJ d% ..* &c,-l), (5.8) 
max is taken over all products such that the points w, ,..., w, E G and the in- 
tegers IQ ,..., k, satisfy the property Siwi E UB,(Oi) for i = 0 ,..., kj; and 
(4) - (v + l)(Tc + 1)) < i kj < k(c); k, > 3, j = l,..., v; (5.9) 
j=l 
i<kj- m(e), where 
m(c) = integral part of [In+\~r/. 
Therefore 
(5.10) 
PV, “~~-1 , vrj) dvz ..* dv/+ , if kj>3, (5.11) 
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where EYE > E + .O and 
If 5 < 3 then 
(5.12 
(5.13 
If E is small enough we can actually take 
j9 = 9/10, y3 = 415, y4 = 7110. (5.141 
To estimate the right-hand side of (5.11) we need the following result which 
allows us to substitute each density in the integral of the right-hand side of 
(5.11) by some Gaussian one. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let w1 , w, E U,,(O,), y > $, then 
pru7 Wl ?w2) 
4&u, Wl 7 w2> 
- 1 < $fEGv--2k 
2 (5.15) 
where M and c are some positive constants independent of E, w1 , w2 and 
q$c(s, v, W) = (2&)-“/z [&t s,’ e(s-u)nj A(z) ecs+‘)lJf d~]-l” 
X (W - Uj - eSnj(v - U,)), (w - Uj - eSIJj 6' - 4))) 1, (5.16) 
where A(z) = (a,,(z)), the matrix Lfj is deJined by (2.1), IIf is adjoint to Ilj and 
(a, ,.) is the inner product. 
Note that qzE(s, ZJ, w) is the fundamental solution of the equation ZzEu = &/as, 
where 
(Uj = (L?;l,..., 6~~“)). Lemma 5.1 will be proved in the Appendix by the param- 
etrix method. 
Set 
M,(e) = v! (-$Jnv (pf& jF(l, X1, z2))y+l(l + MEc’lO)k’r). (5.18) 
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Then from (5.3), (5.7), (5.11), (5.13), (5.15) we get 
p’&(e), x, y) < M3(c) max 
= M3(e) max l<j ..,,ila,, ~~>3 q% - 1, xl ) 4 
(5.19) 
+ R,(E, x, y) < M&)(2?4y42 
x max ii 
-l’* 
l$j such tb&t 4>3 1 
+ w, 2, r>. 
One can show that 
I 
t 
ML1 exp(2Mj) < det e(t-s)ff 7 A(U,) ettTujn*, du < Ma exp(2tilj), t 3 i, 
0 
(5.20) 
where M, is a positive constant independent of t and ni is defined by (2.2). 
The proof of (5.20) is given in the Appendix. 
Now using (5.2), (5.5), (5.14), (5.18)-(5.20) we conclude, 
ljz sup [P'@(E), b, Y)Y"(E) d gyzv exp( -4) 
X,YEG 
and therefore from (3.12), 
(5.21) 
(i.22) 
Let us now estimate bEso XC from below. To do this denote by j, a number 
such that 
(ljO = min (lj . 
O<j<Y 
(5.23) 
We shall use the left-hand side of (3.12) with z = UjO and K = E. Let us estimate 
pe(k(r), x, y) when X, y E U,(S,,). For convenience we take UjO to be the origin 
of R”. 
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It follows from Lemma 5.1 that 
?'(&), X,Y) = s, *** j-$19 x,x1) . ..Pv.%(,,-1 ,r> 
dz, --. dz,(,)-, 3 I 
... 
U~JOjJ ... s U&#*(O,J 
p’p, x, 4 ... P(L %(d-1 9-Y) 
x dz, . . . h(c)-1 
> (1 - &@llo)m 
I 
. . . 
%+,J 
(5.24) 
I u (m -4 $0 
) k,JlJ x* 21) .a- &,,& u)-, r r> dz, *-. dzk(c)-l 
= (1 - M@‘lOp) I,. -.- jR*qql,%~l) *-* QqL .%&L-1 ,Y) 
x dzl **. &s(c)-1 - Ii,L; x, r> 
= (1 - M@O)k(~) qqk(E), X, y) - R&; x, y). 
In order to estimate &(E; x, JJ) we consider (cf. (5.3), (5.4)) 
and /3 is defined by (5.14). F 
&Jl, w, w) it follows that 
rom (5.25) and the explicit formula (5.16) for 
x sup 
s n, di,o(L *, 4 dw (5.27) ZER” Rn\ &‘4 (8 ‘8) 
+ SUP 
-0, ueR"\U&e '%I) 
for some 0~~ > 0, if E is small enough. 
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Let us consider the linear dynamical system St acting by the formula &r = 
e*r%. The integration in (5.26) is over all ?-pseudo-orbits of the dynamical 
system St which start at x E U,(O,,) and end at y E UC(O,,). On the other hand it 
is clear that St satisfies all conditions of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3(a). 
Therefore for any such pseudo-orbit there exists a real orbit of St which is 
do . &close to it. All such orbits of St start and end in U,+,,s(Oj,) and by 
Lemma 4.3(a) they lie in U,,,(0J, f i E is small enough, /I and ys being given by 
(5.14). From this and (5.26) we have (cf. (5.7) and (5.11)) 
I&e; x,y > < /“vr(o \ 
c ‘0 
) ... J-,(,, ,d$u~ x,+) ... 
6 70 
4ijo( 1, zk(,j-, 7 Y) dz, “. dzk(d-x . 
From (5.24), (5.25), and (5.28) we obtain 
Ii&; x, y) < (1 - M&O)k(C) Rs(E; x, y). 
In the Appendix we shall prove that 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(( s 2 t ,(t-“fn’o A(U,,) t~(~-~)% &)-’ (y - e%x), (y - 8%~)) < M5 , t >, 1, 0 
(5.30) 
if X, y E Uc(Bfo), where MS > 0 does not depend on E and t. Therefore by (5.2), 
(5.14) (5.20), (5.24), (5.27), (5.29), and (5.30) we get 
4!$92g@. ) p’@(e), x, Y)]~‘~(~) 2 exp(-4J. 
(5.31) 
t Jo 
From the left-hand side of (3.12), from (5.23) and (5.31) 
5 he > -Ajo = - ,m& Aj . (5.32) 
Finally Theorem 2.1 follows from (5.22) and (5.32). 
Remark 5.1. One can see from the proof that actually 1 hc‘ + min,~j~V nj ( < 
qa4, for some positive constants o/~ and 01~. 
. 
6. CONCLUSION. THE CASE OF LIMIT CIRCLES 
Suppose that the limit set of the dynamical system St in G consists not just 
of hyperbolic fixed points but also of hyperbolic invariant circles 0, ,..., 8, 
with periods t, ,..., tYe . Let us assume Assumptions A and B to be held witg 
the set A, consisting of both hyperbolic points and circles. 
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If x0 E 8, then the Jacobian matrix &St&,) of Stj at x0 has the form (see 
Hartman (lo)]. 
DStj(xo) = e*j. (6.1) 
Under the hyperbolicity assumption G$ is a matrix having one eigenvalue with 
zero real part and the other eigenvalues with nonzero real parts. The matrix Qj 
is not determined by equality (6.1) uniquely but the real parts of its eigenvalues 
are determined uniquely (see [lo]). Let us denote by A, the real part of the sum 
of all eigenvalues of Qj having positive real parts. Then the following theorem 
is true. 
THEOREM 6.1. The principal eigenvalue hE of the operator LE has the following 
asymptotic behavior: 
/-is -+ - 
O<i<v,O<j<vz lcla’ “)’ min (6.2) 
where the (li are defined by (2.2). 
This theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 2.1. Some difference 
occurs in Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1. 
In a neighborhood of the hyperbolic limit circle Sj instead of Lemma 4.1 
the following result is true. 
LEMMA 6.1. For each j (1 < j < ~a) there exist dj > 0, pi > 0, and $ > 0 
which depend only on G and the dynamical system St such that, for any sequence 
of points x1 ,.,., x, E UzEo, Up,(z) = U,,(OJ, satisfying the property 
xi+1 E lJ&st~xJ, i = l,..., m - 1, (6.3) 
‘jk some 6 < ai , there exist y E U,,(@,) such that 
xi E U,,,,s(S(i-l’“,it) for i = I,..., m. (6.4) 
In order to prove Lemma 6.1 let us consider the map So, associated with the 
limit circle Oi which is called PoincarC map (see, for instance, [lo, Chap. 9, 
Lemma 10.11). For Sej one can prove Lemma 4.1, where S1 is replaced by So9 
by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Using this result for S,$ 
we can easily obtain Lemma 6.1 (see analogous results in author’s paper [12, 
Lemma 5.11 and in the article of Franke and Selgrade [13]). 
Instead of Lemma 5.1 we need more general results. Introduce the following 
operator with time-dependent coefficients: 
pwf = k c2 l,z,n akz(S84 & + c W-3 Bk(S8w) & 
+ l<g<n ffkZ(S84(VZ - (s84z) gk 9 
where H,,(z) = 3Bk(z);&“. 
(6.5) 
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The fundamental solution qWC(s, r~r , t, us) (0 < s < t < 00, 01, r.~, E p) of 
the equation ?z?‘~% + au/as = 0 is the Gaussian density having the form 
qWE(s, q , t, w2) = (2xE2)-n/z[det cov&, t)J-‘j2 
x exp{-&z(cov,(s, t))-l(v2 - m,(q , s, t)), (er, - m,(q , s, 4>>, (6.6) 
where 
covw(s, t) = K,(1) j” K&.4) A(SZ”w)(K~(z4))-’ dzdQt), (6.7) 
s 
K,(U) is the solution of the matrix equation 
y = H(S”w) K&4), u >, s, K,(s) = I, (W 
where I is the identity matrix, H(z) = (H&Z)), A(z) = (Q(Z)) and m,(wI , s, U) 
is the solution of the equation 
dm”‘;; sy *) = B(Pw) + H(S”w)(m,(w, ) s u) - few), u > s, (6.9) 
with the initial conditions m,(w, , s, S) = wr . 
Lemma 5.1 is replaced by the following more general result. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let w, G U,,(Sew) and wz E U,,(S%J), y > 3, then 
zuhere M and c are some positiwe constants independent of E, wl , v2 and depend 
just on t. 
This lemma can be proved by the parametrix method similar to Lemma 5.1 
or can be derived from Theorem of author’s paper [14] (see also Lemma 4.1 
of [12]). 
The remaining part of the proof of Theorem 6.1 is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 except for some obvious technical modification. 
APPENDIX: PROOFS OF LEMMA 5.1 AND RELATIONS (5.20) AND (5.30) 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Take the origin of Rn at Oi and extend smoothly the 
coefficients of the operator LE into the entire space Rn in the following way: 
if G, is some open domain such that G, 1 G u aG then put 
a&r) = a,,(Oj>, b&J = 0, B&l = C ICsz if z$G,. (Al) 
z<n 
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In Gs\(G u 8G) we defme these coefficients so that they will be smooth functions 
on Re and inequality (1.2) holds. 
We denote the extended operator again by Lf. The fundamental solution of 
the equation L% = au/& in the whole Rn we denote by p(s, v, w) and the 
corresponding diffusion process in R" with the transition density jV(s, v, w) we 
denote by ssf. It is clear that the processes x,’ and 2,’ coincide until their exit 
from G. Therefore by the Strong Markov property if v, w E U,,(C?‘~), then 
IpE(l,.,w)-F(l,s,w)l <KCF(l -T,%‘,W)X,<r 
< sup 
O<s41:z~G.~sU,(~~) 
P(s, z, w> < MO exp(-~d4 
VW 
for some positive constants y6 and Me; here Eve denotes the expectation of xse 
starting at v, r is the exit time of xsC from G, and xrcl is the indicator of the 
event r < 1. The last inequality in (A2) follows from [l 11. 
By the definitions (5.16) of qzE(s, v, w) and (5.17) of gzC we have 
where qrc(s, v, w) is considered as a function of (s, v). 
In order to estimate p(s, v, w) we use a modification of the parametrix 
method with q,‘(s, v, w) to be taken as a parametrix. We seek P,(s, 10, w) in the 
form 
H'(s,v, W) = qwc(s, "u, w) + joss, qzz'(s - u, 0, 4 P(u, 2, 4 du dz. (A4) 
Since (Lc - a/as) j+(s, v, w) = 0 we obtain, by (A4), 
+ J-' j+ (~6 - $) q,qs - u, w,z) P(s,z, w) du dx, (A5) 
0 R” 
where LE acts on the variable w. One can verify that the following expression 
is the solution of (A5): 
$4s, 0, w)‘= f XkTS, w> w), 
k=O 
(-46) 
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where 
x$(s,w,w) = (L’-&)9d(s,o,w), 
xleqs, v, w) = 8 IS Rn xo’(s - u, w> 4 xLl(u, z, w) du dz. 0 
One can also write by (A3) that 
x0+, 21, w) = p - Pwc) qwqs, 0, w). 
From the explicit formula (5.16) it follows that 
(A7) 
(A9 
for some positive constants M, and Ms. Thus by (A7)-(A9) we obtain 
for some positive constants M9 , MI0 , and MI, . 
Using (5.16) and (A.lO) we can estimate 
I xk’( 1, w, w)I = 1 s,’ du, joU’ du, *a. IOU’-‘ duk 1 *.* 1 xoe( 1 - 111 9 w, 4 
R” R” 
~Xof(~~-~2,~~,~2)~~~XoF(~~,~~,W)~~,~~~d~, (A**) 
< WI,)~ - a--Bh qw’(l, w, w), 
k! for some MI2 , ye > 0. 
From (A2), (A4)-(A6), and (All) we obtain (5.15); this completes the proof 
of Lemma 5.1. 
We remark that Lemma 5.1 can be also derived from the author’s paper [14]. 
Proof of (5.20) and (5.30). Let us introduce the matrix Isj acting by the 
formula 
fijx = ITjXj”, 6412) 
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where x = xe + xic is the unique decomposition of x with xje E Tie and xi’ E rjc. 
Set 
and 
I’? = (z E Rn: (2, x) = 0 for any x E I’,“} 
I’? = {z E Rn: (z, y) = 0 for any y E I’,“}, 
It is easy to verify that 
DTx = qFxp E rp, n,*r,“l = l-2, @rjpI = rjBL, W3) 
where x = xi1 + X~L is the unique decomposition of x with xj”l E r> and 
X;L E I’,Cl. Besides, for t > k, , 
1 e-““~x~ / < (sin 9lJ-l 1 xcL 1 ait, 
(-414) 
where O, and k, are introduced in (4.3) and vi is the angle between rje and rjc. 
Indeed, from (4.3) and the last equality of (A13) we obtain, for t > k, , 
1 etn;xjeL 1 = sup (etnTxTL,y) = sup (e tqyfl, y") 
Y: Id=1 ff:lvI=1 
= sup (xi”‘, etrr+yc) < (sin vi)-l clt / x2 I. 
Y:lul=l 
The second inequality in (A14) is proved in the same way. 
Next, 
D(t) = det /st ettdu)“i A(Uj) e (t-u)ni du = (det expnjr) det Zi(t), (A15) 
W) = lt &CI?j-fij)-Un, A(oj) et(L’-lY;)-tLI7; du, 
since IIj and nj commute. 
By (1.2) for any vector x E Rn and c from (1.2), 
(Zl(t)x, x) = lt (A(Uj) etcn~-%~-un zx etK’;-ii,*,-u17;x) du , 
au-1 [“I etcn~-i+dr;x 12 du 3 *-I 
s 
*I 
et(II;-i7;,-uI?;x 12 d,, 6416) 
+ z1 6 I 
0 
,W’-ij;)-ul7;, 12 du 
etur-~,x 12 + 1 e-t*x 12), 
for some A > 0 small enough but independent of t and .r. 
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From (A13) and (A14) we obtain, for t > k, , 
and 
1 e-t* / > 1 &qL 1 - 1 e-tir;XjDL 1 
>, 1 x? 1 - ul ( 2;’ ( (sin c$’ 
Relations (A16)-(A18) h s ow that for some t, > 0 large enough, 
6418) 
From (A16) it follows also that 
with some Mra > 0 small enough. 
By (A19) and (A20) we conclude that all eigenvalues of the self-adjoint matrix 
Z,(t), t > 1, are greater or equal to min(M,, , MI& where MI4 = ++l. 
Therefore 
det -G(t) > (min(M,, , M14))n, t 3 1. W) 
On the other hand, by (1.2) and (4.3) for any vector x E R”, 1 x 1 = 1, 
(&(t)x, x) < u lot (I &(=;-fl;)-ufl; 112 du
(-422) 
s t < M+ sup (u? 1 Xi” 12 + u;(~-~) 1 xjc I”) du < Ml6 , 0 .:~Lr1==1 
for some M15, Ml6 > 0 independent of t. This shows that all eigenvalues of 
&(t) are less or equal to Ml, and so 
det Zl(t) < MF6 . (A23) 
By the definition of the matrixff, , 
det exp(tfiJ = det exp(t@) = exp(t&). (~24) 
This together with (A21) and (A23) proves (5.20). 
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To prove (5.30) set 
Zz(t> 
and 
-G(t) 
It is easy to see that 
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s t e(t-umj A(Oj)e(t-Um~ du 0 
s t e -unj A(Oj) eeun? du. 0 
Z;‘(t)(y - et”k), (y - d”‘x)) & 2(Z,-‘(t)y, y) + 2(Z,-‘(t)x, x). (A25) 
We have for any vector v E Rn, 
(Zz(t)v, v) > cr b:A 1 e(t-ufnb I2 du > -$ / v j2, t> 1, 
for some d > 0 small enough. This shows that all eigenvalues of the self-adjoint 
matrix Z2(t) greater or equal to ud/2, provided t 3 1. Therefore all eigenvalues 
of Z;‘(t) less or equal to 2(u~l-l and so 
(.Q)Y, Y) < 2kw1 I y I”, t > 1. (AW 
Similar to (A26) we conclude that 
(-mt)x, 4 G Ml, I x I29 t 3 1, 6427) 
for some Ml, > 0 large enough but independent of t > 1 and x E R”. 
Since we consider x and y such that 1 x 1 < E and / y 1 < E, inequality (A25) 
together with (A26) and (A27) gives (5.30). 
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